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Epilogue: The Weight of the Sun 

 
Some of the indigenous cultures surviving in Mexico—like the Coras, Huicholes, or 
Tarahumaras—have appropriated for themselves the Christian Passion cycle as a heliocentric 
myth. Christ’s death and resurrection is re-enacted, during Holy Week, as the resurrection of 
the Sun after its plunge into winter depths. The descent of God in human form and His 
subsequent sacrifice on earth is interpreted as a descent into the midst of everyday things, 
from which He raises again only through the human awareness of His exertion. In tightly 
guarded chapels, crucifixes are pulled down from the altar, then laid down on the floor while 
on the outside the chaos of darkness takes over in terms of the dissolution of cultural norms 
and symbols1. Only after two nights of praying and fasting do the Sun-Crosses resurrect; 
they are then lifted back into their high place. With a renewed awareness sociality resumes a 
new cycle.    
 
This is the kind of cultural syncretism that Ramon Lull, the 13th century Catalan philosopher 
and mystic, would have entirely considered as the fulfillment of his own goals. Lull had 
assumed as his own personal calling the preparation of medieval Christianity for its 
expansion into foreign worlds, particularly those of the Far East. He considered that 
Christianity could win over the faiths of both Jews and Muslims only through the positing of 
the Gospels in terms that the other cultures could understand and assimilate. This could be 
done through the incorporation within the same Christian doctrine of cultural paradigms 
borrowed from the other two cultures, as well as through the re-valorization of its own 
universally-recognized archetypes. One of those archetypes is that of the dual Sun-Cross 
form as a figure actualizing God’s self-immolation for the purpose that things can both exist 
and be perceived:  

Just as You have created the Sun in the middle of the heavens so that it 
can illuminate and warm the earth, so You have placed the holy cross 
on the earth, so as to illuminate the blind and warm the heart of  
believers.2 

 
An extremely complex syncretism is immediately perceived when viewing the work that 
Gabriel Orozco did for the Douglas Hyde Gallery in the Trinity College of Dublin. To begin 
with, we have a Mexican artist doing a work with the archaic-sounding title The Weight of the 
Sun (recalling, inescapably, Aztec solar mythologies or heavy stone calendars), displayed at 
the heart of the university that saw the likes of Bishop Berkeley, James Joyce, or Edmund 
Burke within its walls.  
 
In this temple of idealist knowledge, a broom has been suspended smack in the center of its 
gallery space. The broom is one of the most powerful archetypal symbols of all cultures, 
standing above all as the most direct representation of cleaning, yet with resonances that 
range from humble labor to magical flight.  
 
Further, this broom is suspended in mid-air by the counterweight of consumerist, disposable 
detritus found in or around the gallery: a banana peel, plastic cups, empty bottles, etc., are 
each tied up with strings that simply go around the gallery’s metal ceiling and are then tied at 
the neck of the broom. The Weight of the Sun is the weight of an old broom rescued from the 



gallery’s storeroom, carefully counterbalanced by thirteen extremely light weight found 
objects.  

 
 
Fig. 1  The Weight of the Sun 
 
Despite the heaviness recalled by its title, the work actually creates around it an exquisite 
sense of weightlessness. The artist had actually weighed the broom before lifting it by strings, 
realizing that he needed at least 555 grams of detritus to balance the thing. In the finished 
work, however, some of the residual stuff that is connected to the broom is of such light 
weight that its presence does not seem to affect the system balance. They could be removed 
and still the broom would hang in the same level. Any movement of the broom, however, 
affects and moves all the connected residues. In contemplating this delicate balance, and 
moving around cellophane wrappings and cigarette butts, the spectator starts to have the 
feeling that any thing that moves into the system will have an impact on its gravitational 
field—one’s presence, even one’s own thoughts. 
 
The sacrifice of labor 
A direct reading of the work would see in the centrally placed broom the redemption of 
labor. The broom appears symbolizing the most fundamental of all human menial work. As 
such, all object and sign productions are seen as depending on its basic activity for their 
existence. 
 
The symbolism seems accentuated by the artist’s use of a traditional broom worn-out by use. 
A modern broom of plastic bristles, even if used, would not have the same kind of historical 
resonances associated with the labor contained by the traditional one. From this point of 
view, the old broom appears as the symbol of a sacrificial act for the sake of social 
mechanisms. In it, all menial, hard, underpaid work stands as a kind of sacrifice that some 
people have to do in order that the cost of objects remain accessible to most members of the 
market. This “subtle” sacrifice remains actually hidden in the object so that the buyer 
acquires it without knowledge of the weight of labor that is contained in it.  
 



The unveiling of this direct dependency between menial work and object production brings 
about in the spectator an awareness of the complexity of consumerist stuff, which always 
appears as politically “lightweight”. Thus the broom acts, like the sun or the crucifix, as the 
token of a sacrifice that illuminates the nature of things but that needs to be known. The 
weight of the broom reveals that disposable goods, even if physically lightweight, contain an 
astronomical amount of social energy condensed in them.  
 
The possibility that the artist has actually considered this “labor” reading of the work is 
made plausible by the fact that his early education, both at home and at school, occurred   
under the shadow of Marxism, as Gabriel Kuri has pointed out.3   
 
There is, however, a detail in the work that seems to point out into a different, ampler space 
of interpretation. The broom, our symbol of labor, is actually not in its working position, nor 
hidden away after its work. The broom is turned upside down, so that the work it is 
performing is not that of actually sweeping. It is flipped upside down as if to shake off the 
collected dust.  
 
It is a gesture of sending off something into the air. Dust, initially collected by the broom 
bristles from the floor, is the degraded stuff of things; it contains the history of objects. 
Through a symmetrical operation performed on the broom—flipping it upside down—, dust 
is transmuted within it into a new knowledge about the nature of objects. It is then sent off 
into the air as a kind of gold powder that falls on and illuminates what had been considered 
nothing but residue. The broom is the active intellect that has gained the awareness with 
which to interpret all the potential readings hidden within things. It is a kind of intellectual 
sun that casts a new light on the perception of previously discarded objects.  
 
 
The transmutation of dust into gold 

That we have first raised a dust, and then complain we cannot see. 
  Bishop Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge.4 

 
Bishop Berkeley considered as dust all the notions abstracted from physical phenomena with 
which philosophers try to arrive at an abstract understanding of the nature of things. Dust, 
in other words, is scientific knowledge. The apparent sweeping away of the little things so as 
to clean up perception and arrive at pure, abstract ideas was for him a mere raising of clouds 
of mental dust which do not allow the intellect to see that matter is in fact derived from ideas, 
and not the other way around.5 The labor is not that of sweeping around, but that of simply 
putting things back in their proper place.  
 
Gabriel Orozco, on the other hand, focuses his gaze on the dust lingering around things. 
There, dust implies the inertia of everyday life, of the passage of time: history, or the passing 
away of things. The imprints made on it—footsteps or fingerprints—register the history of 
everyday events, much like the splotches left by the bouncing of the wet ping-pond balls on 
the game tables record the accidents of event-trajectories. 
 
For the artist, dust is not that cloud of abstract ideas denounced by Berkeley, but, rather, a 
kind of archetypal element which maps the quotidian, monotonous, historically-determined 
perception of objects. Further, dust is an actual, material stuff, not just a mental fog. The 



sweeping away of dust, in this sense, is the erasing of the historical time-map of perception, 
the making of a clean slate for the registration of new events and the mapping of a new 
game chessboard. 
 
On the clean board, event-objects are now ready to bounce around new surfaces. The result 
is that objects previously perceived within determinate historical spaces are now brought out 
into contemporary spaces. In this new space they become actual objects again.   
 
As discussed in the previous essay, Orozco considers the perception of physical objects as a 
process totally determined by the temporal and social space in which it takes place. It is a 
game of significations structured by atomic automatons of space and time. Dust, as a proto-
historical substance, is the element that has mapped the game of social perception of things. 
In this sense, the sweeping of the dust is the removal from things of all historical extra stuff, 
isolating objects in a new social and historical context.  
 

 
 
 
Fig. 2  Sweeping the floor 
 
The dust that falls off objects as a residue becomes the refuse of history and sociality. It has 
mapped history, but is then pushed away as a decayed surface. Collected into a pile on the 
floor, or clinging to the broom bristles, dust is left out of the social game of signification, 
entering into a kind of a-historical limbo. It becomes a material without any social use; it 
turns into what Orozco calls “pure matter.” Dust in this sense is not an abstraction from 
materiality, but, rather, residual matter cancelled out of its social signification; it is the 
suspension of ideas about matter. It becomes a form of detritus pushed aside from the 
surfaces of games, not participating in them, but, like all garbage, getting in the way. It has to 
be swept away for the games to run smoothly. 
 
Yet Gabriel Orozco finds in this very dust the accessibility to a kind of moldable substance 
that is beyond historicity. It is matter as archetype. As such, it is a material that is open to 
transmutations into any other substance, the kind of stuff that contains within it the 
potential to become anything in the universe.  

BB – What about the rubber in Recaptured Nature? Is that matter 
socially mediated or is that pure corporeal matter? 
GO –  It’s socially mediated.   
… 



GO – The same as with The Yielding Stone. It’s industrially produced, 
completely artificial, and that’s why it’s called stone, because it’s not, 
it’s a fake stone. It’s pure dust and oil. Dust you can say is pure 
matter “par excellence,” the beginning and the end of everything.6 

 
Apart from its eschatological overtones, dust is unique in the sense that Orozco had declared 
in that same interview that “pure matter” as such does not really exist. Except as dust.7 It is 
also unique in that, spread on surfaces, it registers history and the end of things, while when 
collected it is totally deprived of history. It is unique in marking the cycle where, first, things 
degrade to become the dust-map of events or time. Time, in turn, becomes pure matter, 
which is then socially transformed into materials, and then, again, into objects.   
 
The broom, dust, the Sun, introduce into the work non-historical, archetypal conceptions. 
Because of this a-historicity, they suspend the game of perception played always on temporal 
surfaces. The suspension of perception through the contemplation of archetypes is basically 
a mandala operation, as C. G. Jung had pointed out.8 The Weight of the Sun acts as a mandala 
that suspends perception through the contemplation of an archetypal center point. After this 
suspension and contact with a meta-historical material, perception returns to things with the 
awareness of its initial historical determination; it  then realizes that the reading it has 
invested into things are only relative, temporally-determined significations; it is then capable 
of discovering in residues, or any other stuff, potential other historical readings. It is in this 
sense that collected dust, as pure matter, is shaken off by the broom as a powder that falls 
back into things and illuminates their other meanings. Gray, clouding dust is thus transmuted 
through non-perception into a light, illuminating powder. It is the kind of transmutation that 
alchemists called one of the forms of gold, the powder of the Sun.  
 
Ramon Lull and the ars combinatoria 
One of the very few instances of the appearance of a mandala in western philosophical and 
theological thought is that developed by Ramon Lull in connection with his ars combinatoria.   
It come to him as a mystical revelation during a period of retirement in the Randa Mountains 
of Catalunya during 1274, as a tool Providentially granted so as to make easier the 
propagation of the Christian doctrine through the lands of the Jews and Muslims. Lull 
considered the form as one that could be easily interpreted by the Far East heathens, being a 
figure already part of their own culture.9  
 
Like Orozco, Ramon Lull also considered perception as a continuous confrontation between 
antagonistic players: between “outside there” reality—as perceived by the senses—and the 
interior intellect. Following a scholastic systematization, he had conceived of the process of 
perception as a four-fold progression:   

 
Whosoever wants to acquire the art and the manner of perceiving and 
understanding sensory and intellectual opposites, must go through four 
steps: the first is, Lord, to begin with sensory opposites, and that from 
a sensory opposite the other one be sought out; the second step is, 
through sensory opposites find the intellectual opposites; the third step 
is that starting with some intellectual opposites arrive at other 
intellectual opposites; the fourth step is that with the intellectual 
opposites the man uncover the sensory ones.10       



 
This process of perception marks a progression that in its first three stages is ascending but 
that in the last stage turns and descends into things. The ascension marks the process leading 
to philosophical knowledge: from the sensory perception of physical things, on to the 
intellectual apperception of those sensory incorporations, and then to the mental 
confrontation between purely intellectual apperceptions. The final stage is the crucial one for 
Lull. The tortuous descent of the intellect to physical objects re-enacts God’s descent into 
physical suffering implicit in materiality and explicit in the Cross.11 It is the kind of 
knowledge that Lull calls amancia, or a knowledge of love for things, and with which 
philosophical knowledge finds its complementarity  and redemption: “Amancia is imperfect 
without science [philosophy], and science is imperfect without amancia.”12 
 
 
But the redeeming descent into things can make sense only with an intellect that is aware of 
both the infinite Unity from which things spring, and the potential significations invested by 
the Unity on them. It is a return to things with an ordering, systematizing intellect that can 
read into objects all the secret meanings that God put into them during the time of the 
Creation. As a tool for this ordering, Ramon Lull provided the geometric mandalas (which 
he simply called “figures”) of his ars combinatoria, originally presented as Ars compendiosa 
inveniendi veritatem in 1274, the year of his revelations.  
 
The ordering of the intellect is achieved through the mnemonic contemplation of the 
circular mandalas, a mental operation which in fact is at the core of the oriental mandala, as 
Philip Rawson reminds us in his fundamental work on Tibetan religion: “A mandala is a 
circular diagram of the process by which the universe unfolds itself from its center… But 
Tibetans acknowledge that the authentic mandalas can only be mental ones.”13 
 
Ramon Lull produced several versions, each one projecting into the mind a different aspect 
of the relationship between attributes and the Unity; they were meant to be complementary 
to each other. The figures, moreover, were constantly refined in the different editions that 
Lull had published from his own pocket throughout the rest of his life. The Lullian figures 
presented in the shorter Ars generalis ultima of 1308 are formed by concentric circles of which 
the outer rings are subdivided into nine equal arcs. The central, larger circle represents unity 
(signaled by an A, of God, or a T, of Triangle or Trinity, etc.); the outer subdivisions contain 
each a letter from B to K, representing each the different qualities or principles that belong 
to A or T but that—as a consequence—describe everything else that exists. 

In the starting point of this figure is included everything that is; 
because everything that is, is either great, or good, etc., like God or 
an angel, which are good, and great, etc. Therefore everything that is 
can be reduced to that beginning.14  

 
 
 
 



 
 
Fig. 3  Ramon Lull, figure II of the Ars generalis ultima (1308).15 

 
Starting from the awareness of the infinite unity as an intellectual-mystical center point that 
contains everything, understanding then proceeds to integrate every material perception into 
the varying, possible qualities of the One. The process is a totally mental one requiring the 
strict memorization of the circular mechanisms,16 so that the mind can turn and 
accommodate every perception into the corresponding quality.  
 
Through this process of rotating intellectualities, the mind can discover meanings hidden in 
everyday things, what Lull calls “secrets” packed into objects and which reveal to the aware 
mind the potential significations concealed in them. 

27. Magnificent Lord…! When nature acts in actuality and in 
potentiality, it hides its secrets from sensuality in the potentiality; it 
then deprives forms of their actuality, sending them back into 
potentiality. Lord, whosever these secrets wants to learn must seek 
them with the intellectualities in the potentiality, not accepting those 
forms if ignoring that they are well set in physical things [sensualitats].17 

 
Ordered with Lull’s systematizing tool, the intellect can turn into things, accommodating 
each apperception into the corresponding outer “chamber” of the figure. The concentric 
wheels then rotate alternatively; aligning with each turn different chambers with the original 
one. With each rotation a new quality is ascribed to the perception, so that for every subject 
there are attached all the possible predicates. Multiple significations are thereby ascribed to 



the physical reality, with all the potential predicates examined in their relation with the 
central unity.18    
 
Parallel to this circular mechanisms, Lull also developed a grid of square chambers 
containing each a combination of two letters from his alphabet of divine attributes. This 
binary system contains 120 chambers, resulting from the possible combinations of all the 
letters19. With it, Lull felt that it was possible to describe all the possible subject-predicate 
relations describing God, which is to say the description of everything that is.  
 
Solar games 
The Weight of the Sun starts off from a central point of contemplation that is also “the 
beginning and the end of everything”: dust. It has been transformed from a mere material 
residue into an archetypal substance through the symmetrical operation performed on the 
broom, for the flipping upside down of the broom makes also evident the symmetrical 
operation performed on dust. It is the kind of operation that Gabriel Orozco carries out 
continuously in his work, resulting in objects that are ontologically invariant to the original 
ones, but with new, additional readings explicated from them.  
 
Lifted from the ground and sent symmetrically upturned into the air, the broom carries 
within its bristles collected dust. Suspended in the Void, the broom is now the gravitational 
center of a planetary system of residual things. Dust, initially historical detritus, now 
becomes meta-historical dust by the symmetrical upturning; it becomes an archetype 
connected by symmetry to the infinite. Away from the temporal map of social exchange—
the gallery floor—dust becomes in this way the stuff that is the beginning and the end of all 
(socially determined) matter.  
 
Here it is relevant to recall again C.G. Jung, who considered a concrete archetypal form as 
basically the desperate attempt of consciousness to represent a fundamentally indefinable 
something with non-concrete attributes. The archetype itself—different from the archetypal 
form—he considered as actually a non-form with certain meanings attributed to it: “The 
archetype as such is a psychoid factor that belongs, as it were, to the invisible, ultraviolet end 
of the psychic spectrum. It does not appear, in itself, to be capable of reaching 
consciousness.”20  It is in this sense that dust, as a cosmic primordial substance without 
form, is one of the closest representations of the Origin archetype; it is the material non-
form ready to accept any new other archetypal forms that consciousness desires; it has no 
shape but has the potential to became anything concrete, acting like the Origin of all other 
archetypes. “We must, however, constantly bear in mind,” reminds us Jung, “that what we 
mean by ‘archetype’ is itself irrepresentable but has effects which make visualizations of it 
possible.”21  
 
It is with this meaning that dust—as the closest simile of an “irrepresentable” Origin—
suspends the social exchange that gives meaning to all objects. It creates a kind of perceptual 
void or non-gravitational material center. Deprived of the physical qualities ascribed by 
social interactions to matter, dust is now free to escape the broom-sun as a kind of 
archetypal emission that falls on the surrounding, previously-discarded objects. Contact with 
the Origin archetype connects refused objects to their own archetypal forms. Thereby the 
innermost meanings of the shapes are brought out into light, and this is the reason that the 
artist has manipulated most of the found objects into unexpected, subtle representations 



which sometimes are strongly metaphorical. But this is how dust becomes a kind of light, as 
it brings forth the “new” significations of the objects, themselves readied to be illuminated 
by the fact that the symmetrical operation removing them from the floor was performed 
simultaneously on them.  
 

 
 
 
Fig. 4  Symmetry operations in The Weight of the Sun 
 
 
These “new” meanings of refuse are actually readings already contained by the objects, but 
which were hidden—for political, historical, market reasons—within them. Just like the 
broom contains within it the reading of labor, so all industrial, disposable objects contain 
archetypal readings, which are either exploited or hidden away by their producers. When 
exploited, they are readings used as political instruments, or as consumption-inducing tools. 
Or they are concealed, alternative identities potentially contained within them, as with 
banana peels and cigarette butts that can become flowers. Such is the operation performed 
by Orozco’s own mandala, aimed, like Lull’s, at the uncovering of all the hidden, multiple 
meanings of things. 
 
It is in this activation of symmetrical operations to uncover identities that The Weight of the 
Sun is also a game; this type of game, like Lull’s ars combinatoria, has its first moves in mental 
space, whereby the symmetrical operations made by the artist’s mandala are applied to all 
found things; through their connection to the final-initial nothingness of dust, and their up-



lifting from the time map of historicity, apparently closed identities are unveiled as objects 
into which the political or marketing eventualities of their creation were concealed. Starting 
as a mental operation the game ends with concrete consequences on objects, much like Lull 
also emphasized that the uncovered meanings were “well set in physical things.” Through 
this process, then, it is possible to re-construct the politics of creation of the present world, 
or of the universe.  

 
With the operations of The Weight of the Sun memorized, the spectator can go on to play with 
any object he or she encounters in everyday life, applying symmetrical transformations on 
them and discovering all the possible predicates of the object on its way to becoming pure 
matter.  
 
Orozco’s return to things is not, by the way, the phenomenological return to “things 
themselves.” Phenomenology strives for a return to the possibility of grasping the essence of 
matter, away from its perception through conceptualities. Orozco’s return to things is, like 
Ramon Lull’s, a progressive descent into the multiple significations packed into any physical 
object. It denies the existence of one essence, asserting a multiplicity of essential 
significations in things. Much of the artist’s work is focused mainly on uncovering them.     
        
Like Ramon Lull’s circular figures, Orozco’s work provides a kind of staircase between the 
perceptual void (as a unity) and the multiplicity of exterior things. This staircase allows the 
ascending and descending operations of perception as a systematized process of sign 
explication. The ultimate goal of both games is the uncovering of the secrets of how and for 
what the world was created, either by a secretive Supreme Being or by a camouflaged 
political system. Finally, both try to make sense of a physical sacrifice (the cross, labor), 
made for the sake of the world. 
 
Virtual worlds and digitalization 
It is known that both Giordano Bruno and G.W. Leibniz—like many of their 
contemporaries—were decisively influenced in their philosophical thought by the ars 
combinatoria of Ramon Lull.  Bruno, who published several studies of the lullian opus, used 
the ars combinatoria especially as a mnemonic system for the comprehension of the 
constituent parts of universe22. He also found in the system a confirmation of his doctrine 
that any thing in the world has the potential to become everything else.  
 
G.W. Leibniz, who wrote his own De Arte Combinatoria totally under the influence of Lull in 
1666,23 found in the Catalan philosopher’s binary system of letters representing all the 
attributes of things the foundation for the development of the binary system of 0 and 1, 
which in turn became the basis of the process of digitalization. Although Leibniz, like Lull, 
conceived his system above all as a representation of the Creation, it eventually became a 
totally instrumental, computing process; the Encyclopedia of Computer Science reports that 
“Leibniz is frequently credited with having developed binary numerals, which he described 
in his 1701 Essay on a New Science of Numbers.”24  Thus present day virtual representations 
have their likely origins in the religious yearnings of a thirteenth century mystic who saw the 
possibility of representing everything that exists in two-letter codes. 
 
This realization is of particular importance regarding the contemporary world of art in its 
confrontation with the non-physical projection of sensory experience. Trying to explain the 



demise of sculpture as a foremost art form in contemporary culture, Benjamin Buchloh 
bemoans the present day, “unimagined level of electronic and digital abstraction, giving rise 
to the mirage of the transformation of matter into mathematical and digital ‘equivalents.’  
Any spatial relation and material form one might still experience outside the registers of 
overproduction and digitalization will now appear as an abandoned zone, a zone of remnant 
objects and leftover spaces.”25  
 
Lull’s binary codification was meant as a tool for aiding the intellect in arriving at an 
understanding of the ultimate nature of things. With it, understanding becomes an active, 
questioning actor within the world it perceives. It is founded on the ordered, knowing 
descent of the intellect into things. 
 
Contemporary digitalization, on the other hand, follows the opposite direction with numbing 
results. Things are first codified into binary information in the strict forms that the 
political/economical actualization requires. These codifications are then fed into a passive 
intellect, which anyway is left without the opportunity to decipher what was left behind of 
the original object in the “no zones” of political residue. It is a process inverse to that of 
Lull, as things are first codified and then sent up to the intellect.  
 
In his work, Gabriel Orozco walks into the abandoned zone of refuse and subverts the 
reductive processes of digitalization and overproduction. He does so by picking up the 
discarded bits that contain within them what is meant to be politically hidden; he then gives 
the spectator a tool for decoding the information—the symmetrical operations that displace 
objects from their present temporal-social space, sending them into other, faster play areas 
with alternative historical and social perceptions. Objects, through this operation, are 
denuded of the immediate signification invested on them by the present systematization, re-
incorporating in their translation to new game tables the significations that had been previously 
deprived from them. 
 
In this way the artist shows us an exhilarating, humorous return to things as the return to the 
manifold play areas where meanings are created. It is a return to physicality through the very 
activation of the intellect. He also shows us what every kid in the street knows: abandoned 
zones are the best playing areas. 
 
 
Idealism, perception, the world 
Viewed comprehensively, the work of Gabriel Orozco engages directly one of the 
fundamental themes in the philosophy of Western culture—the nature of perception, in 
terms of how perception works and what is the nature of that perceived. In other words, it 
addresses the question of what does it mean that there is a world out there? It is a question 
particularly relevant to a contemporary culture that is turning its back to the physical world 
in favor of substitute intellectual “sensualities,” to put it in Lull’s terms. In this turning its 
back to materiality, this culture seems to forget the material, labor sacrifices necessary for 
this world to produce its mirages.  
 
In his affirmation that all sense perceptions of physical reality are produced by 
historical/social mappings, Orozco seems to be very close to Bishop Berkeley’s philosophy 
that nothing exists outside the aprioristic ideas of the mind. Yet Orozco does seem to 



believe that there is something out there independent of every human idea; but this something is 
invariably invested with multiple essences by the accidents of the different time-maps to 
which it belongs. That, in fact, it is perceived only as a social construction. Except for some 
materials that seem to escape briefly from their eventual frame, like the skull, or dust.       
     
        
   
 
  



 
      

And even at the end, by the will of God, your matter 
shall irradiate such light as you couldn’t possible 
imagine. Wait then shortly for the end, which you will 
see at the completion of three days, when your matter 
will form into grains like atoms of sun, of such 
interesting red colour that next to the most remarkable 
red it will appear to darken as a very pure, coagulated 
blood. You would never believe that the art could create 
anything comparable to this elixir. It is such an 
admirable creature that there is nothing like it in all of 
nature, there being nothing exactly like it. 
 
-Eyraeneus Philaleta Cosmopolita, Introitus apertus ad 
occlusum Regis Palatium (1667), 30: §III.  
    

    
 
 
 
   
 
 
 



Notes to Epilogue: The Weight of the Sun 
 
                                                 
1 See the description of Semana Santa rituals among the Huicholes , Coras, and Tarahumaras, done by Fernando 
Benitez in the series Los Indios de México, Ediciones Era, México, D.F. Particulary, the Huichol Semana Santa 
is discussed in the volume Los Huicholes, pp. 251-265. 
2 Obres Selectes de Ramon Lull, ed. Antonio Bonner, Palma de Mallorca, 1989,  vol. II, p. 167, 25. Amador 
Vega, Ramon Lull y el Secreto de la Vida. Ediciones Siruela, Madrid, 2002, p. 65. Translation from the 
Spanish by the author.   
3 “Gabriel, at home as well as at school, received a leftist education… While his schoolmates went to camp in 
the United States or participated in the Boy Scouts, Gabriel spent a few summers during his teenage years in 
the Soviet Union and Cuba.” Gabriel Kuri, in his essay “General Orozco: By Way of Introduction”, in the 
Catalogue Gabriel Orozco, published by The Museum of Contemporary Art, Los Angeles, 2000, pp. 37-38. 
4 George Berkeley, Principles of Human Knowledge/ Three Dialogues, ed. Roger Woolhouse. Penguin 
Books, 1988. Introduction, § 3, p. 38. 
5 “17. It were an endless, as well as an useless thing, to trace the Schoolmen, those great masters of abstraction, 
through all the manifold inextricable labyrinths of error and dispute, which their doctrine of abstract natures 
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